


 We were very cheerful when we were informed that we would 

take part in the European program: Europe through the lines of 

literature. With pleasure and excitement we started reading the 

book that was recommended by our friends from Croatia, where 

the first meeting is taking place.

 The title of the book is Croatian Tales of Long Ago by Ivana 

Brlić-Mažuranić. Her tales are strongly inspired by motifs taken 

from the ancient Slavic mythology of pre-Christian Croatia.



We decided to rely on the second myth that is called «Fisherman Plunk and his 

wife». We have read the myth for several times, written a summary, exchanged 

opinions and presented landscapes.

 In the end we agreed to find similarities between the Croatian and Greek 

literature:

The number 3  through  the  literature and religion

God and  Goddess of  Greek and  Slavic  mythology 

A Greek myth similar to the Croatian that  teaches us not to be greedy in life.







In the book, the fisherman did not 
catch any fish during the three days 
he was sitting in his boat



While the fisherman was swimming as fast

as he could the Sea king woke up and found

out that the little king was missing. The

mermaids were swimming under the

moonlight and the fairies were flying out of

the water to find the little king. Moreover,

runners were sent out to King the little king

too.



Plunk’s wife went to the
mountains to feed the snakes
and the birds for three months
as the soul of her mother told
her to do.



She had to pass through three
caves full of snakes, birds and
the golden bee in order to find
her son and her husband.





In the traditional Greek folk 
language a three part 
Escalation exists.

In a paragraph 3 elements are 
usually presented either 
numerically or in scale where 
the third is the best.



Born Friday, Saturday 
baptized,
On Sunday asked to eat 
beans.
(Borderline song by Porfyris)

A sword for the poor, 
another for the rice
A third poisonous for our 
bold men - (Simi song)



And Multiples of three are 

often presented in folk 

speech:

 “Forty five (3 x 15 <5 x 

3>) craftsmen and sixty 

(3 x 20)

 “Students, worked for 3 

years to build Arta’s  

bridge "

The number "three" is considered as holy, and 
encloses the special power. There is the belief that 
number 3 brings success. The use of number 3 is 
also based on the faith in the Holy Trinity.



Man has a tendency to 

complete the thoughts with 

“triadic” shapes. This is the 

"principle of three" - as the 

triple calling  of the dead in 

ancient times, the triads of 

gods associated with 

common cults in ancient 

Greece and the Trinity of 

the Christian tradition and 

worship.



Aristotle mentions the theory of the 
Pythagoreans, according to which, 
"everything are of TRICINE ORISTE", refers 
to the three dimensions. 



The same can 
happen when a hero 
is going through a 
test three times. 
The main test will 
be divided into a 
threefold escalation, 
where the difficult 
part comes at the 
end.



When three persons are competing, 
usually three brothers, the typical 
concept is kept, that considers "the 
third smallest, to be the best." 

“On the upper neighborhood there 
are 3 sisters: One is called Adoroun, 
the other Adorousan, the third the 
best is called Rodafnousan.”

According to the way he comes 
through something, and achieves the 
goal, the third wins because of his 
behavior, he addresses the challenges 
in a different manner from his 
brothers.





Number 3 has a lot of meanings and it appears in 
Christianity, in Judaism, in Buddhism and in a lot of 
other religions.

In Christianity:              In Judaism:            In Buddhism:   

• Noah had three sons: 
Ham, Shem and 
Japheth

• The Three Patriarchs: 
Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob

• The Triple Bodhi 
(ways to 
understand the end 
of birth) are Budhu, 
Pasebudhu, and 
Mahaarahath.

• The Three Jewels, 
the three things 
that Buddhists take 
refuge in.

• The threefold office of 
Christ is a Christian 
doctrine that Christ 
performs the functions of 
prophet, priest, and king.

• The ministry of Jesus 
lasted three years.

• Jesus rose from the dead 
on the third day after his 
death.



Trinity called all persons (hypostases) of God in Christianity. That God 

is a Trinity, because it has a substance (nature), and three persons 

(hypostases). The three persons or hypostases is The Father, The Son 

and The Holy Spirit, which are indivisible and consubstantial in divinity, 

have the same power and common divine substance.



In Christianity number 3 has a distinctive and prominent position as it is
referred many times in the bible:

 First of all, we have the Trinity of the God. The father, the son and the
holy spirit.

 Jesus rose from death on the 3rd day as it was foreseen by the Prophet
Jonas.

 Jonas was swallowed by a beast, and he stayed three whole days in its
belly. The third day he escaped from the beast. That incident is
considered as the precursor of the Resurrection of Jesus.

 Another incident which involves number 3 is the triple denial of Peter.
Peter an apprentice of Jesus, refused to unveil his true identity,
pretending that he hadn’t any relations with Jesus.



For Christianity the three virtues: Faith-Hope-Love  
and the three persons of God.





The chancel number of ancient Celtic religion is number

3. In fact, in their mythology there is a plethora of myths

and riddles full of references to number 3. Particularly,

triskelion is a symbol which is formed from 3 spires and

probably signifies the triple nature of man. This figure was

undeniably dominant in the ancient Celtic religion as well

as other ancient nations .



What triskelion means, is an issue which have sparked

controversy among the scientific societies. Some advocate that it

symbolizes the world of spirits, gods, and goddesses, the world of

mortality and the world of unseen energies among the mortal

world(wind, sun, moon etc..). Some other agree that the symbol

itself shows motion. The motion signifies the progression, the

revolution, the completion and etc. The three legs may represent

the father, the son and the holy spirit, the creator, the destroyer

and the sustainer. Moreover, it symbolizes various nature trinities.



Ekati was one of the greatest goddesses of Orfikon. Her
name means “the God who shines from far away, in the
deep sky” or “the God who sends the light from far
away”. She was included in the Greek pantheon and
mythology. Ekati was presented with tree forms, which
symbolized the 3 different and consecutive aspects of
the moon in its 3 different stages.



A common figure among the Europe medieval mythology
is the world tree. In the Slavic Mythology the world is
described as a three level tree. Its crown represented the
sky, the realm of heavenly deities and celestial bodies,
while the trunk was the realm of mortals. They were
sometimes combined together in opposition to the roots
of the tree, which represented the underworld , the realm
of the dead.



Triglav is depicted as the three major representatives of the
Slavic mythology. As the evidences suggest the three heads
represents the sky, the earth, and the underworld and the gods
Svarog, Perun and Veles respectively. The trinity deity Triglav
was deemed to be the ruler of those kingdoms and the
absolute world conqueror. The statues and the temples of
Triglav were utterly demolished during the Christianization of
Slavic areas.



In Slavic mythology Perun is the supreme God:

 Procopius, a historian of the Byzantine period

described Perun in his manuscripts, as the God of

thunder and lightning who rules the earth.

 In other narratives, Perun is the supreme God

ruling the world from heaven.

In Greek mythology Zeus is considered the supreme

god:

 He is the god of thunder and lightning. He

controls the other in order to serve his interest.

He resides in Olympus, the highest point of the

world with the other Gods.





Aphrodite (Venus) is the goddess of love and beauty. She 
was born of sea-foam on a picturesque coast of Paphos, 
Cyprus. Cypriot people and especially people in Paphos 
built a lot of temples in order to honour her. In Paphos 
there is also a beautiful place which is believed to be 
Aphrodite‘s baths .



Thetis was a goddess of the sea and the leader of the fifty
Nereids. She was also one of the most beautiful ones, so a
lot of gods, like Zeus and Poseidon wanted to marry her.
Thetis was married to Peleus and was the mother of
Achilles. In order to protect her son, she emerged a lot of
times from sea water to help him.





As the Greek myth goes...

Midas, son of Gordios, was the king of

Phrygia



One day a stranger asked Midas to stay at 
his palace and he accepted. After some 
days the stranger revealed that he was god 
Dionysus and had asked Midas what his 
greatest wish was in order to make it come 
true.



Without thinking about that he 
immediately answered: ‘I want everything 
that I touch to become gold’ so the god 
gave him that gift. 



Time was gone by and Midas was so cheerful 
with all of his fortune but someday he got tired 
of feeling such happiness, especially when he 
was touching his food and it was transformed 
into gold very rapidly.



One day he was shocked when he tried to 
hug his daughter and she became golden!



He was very miserable and regretted about 
his wish.



After he got advised by a wizard, he washed 
in river Paktolos and everything came back to 
normal. Some people say that there is still 
gold on the bank of river Paktolos.
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